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Saturnian family is the family that created the atmosphere of Islam, a steady family education, health guaranteed; stable family economy, internal and inter-family relationships are harmonious and tightly interwoven. Every family must have a purpose for it, without exception families affected by sanctions for violating indigenous peoples with adultery. After sanction, the parties are required to perform marriages with the opposite vice. This means that the parties are ready or not ready to run a new family life, especially if there is a child of adultery, it could have an impact on family harmony as a means of applying the concept saturnian family.

From this phenomenon, the authors are interested in researching indigenous policies on sanctions against parties who violate the custom, the implementation of the concept of family saturnian among families affected by sanctions for committing a customs violation, and efforts saturnian family formation among the families who have been punished for doing customs violations.

This type of research is empirical legal research or legal research field that is descriptive. This research also uses a phenomenological approach, which attempts to understand the meaning of events and its implications to the ordinary people in certain situations. And to obtain this data the researchers used three methods of data collection that is observation, interview and documentation.

The results of this study, that the customary law prevailing in the rural districts Bojoasri Kalitengah Lamongan District is the existence of customary deliberation, village communal work, and regulations on gambling agreements, theft, be willing (dating) with the provisions of any witnesses and evidence, and sanctions are to pay a fine marshal (white stone) as much as a rhythm (a large truck that uses double tire) that is used as a village road repairs. Regarding the implementation or application of the concept of family saturnian among families affected party sanctions for violating indigenous peoples (in this case commits adultery); they have a variety of ways, among others, by keeping the words of her husband, supports her husband in his work, helping to meet the economic needs family, and being a good daughter. While their efforts in realizing the saturnian family with loving and love between husband and wife, worked hard to provide for the family, relented and consulted each other, improve attitudes and Islamic behavior, and mutually support one another.